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Christiane Syré / Dr. Walter Hauser, LVR-Industriemuseum
I  The (Hi)story behind
II  Two Cromfords in contact
III  The educational Partnership
IV  The Program
V  Traveling ....
VI  Sponsors and Partners

Final Remarks – a transferable example?
I The History Behind

Cromford Textile Factory, Ratingen (LVR Industrial Museum)
I The History Behind

Johann Gottfried Brügelmann and his espionage copy of Arkwrights Waterframe
I The History Behind
II Two Cromfords in Contact

Charles Haycock on visit in Ratingen
II Two Cromfords in Contact
III The Educational Partnership

Partnership with Martin Luther King school, Ratingen: museum goes into the school .... school comes to museum
IV The Program: GeschichtsAG and “Cromford to Cromford”

Students work: understanding and comparing the sites
V Traveling to England

The traveling groups in England, 2014 and 2016
V Traveling to England

... after the travel: collecting, evaluating, presenting...
V Traveling to England

The traveling groups in England, 2014 and 2016
V Sponsoring etc.

Meeting of students, “Förderverein” and Lions Club
Closing

... you will probably find a European Story for virtually every site...
Thank you very much for your attention!